Hello Friends

However
there
are
some
categories of
voters, who
are
not
available
in
their
constituencies
at the time of
Poll

How do they cast their
vote ?
The Answer is Postal
Ballots ! How are these
issued, let’s understand

India is the
largest
Democracy in
world.
True
Democracy
requires every
eligible voter
should
cast
his/her vote

These are
(a) Service voters, other
than those who opt for
proxy voting (CSVs);
(b) Special voters;
(c) The wives of persons
referred to in clauses
(a) and (b) above;
(d) Electors subjected to
preventive –detention;
(e) Voters on election
duty; and
(f) Notified voters;

Office of the Returning Officer

Postal Ballots are got printed by the Returning Officer, within 24 hours of last hour fixed for withdrawal of
Nominations.

ARO Saab
Time
of
withdrawal
has
elapsed. Do
we
have
the List of
Contesting
Candidates
ready ?

Definitely
Sir, I have
already
prepared
the List of
Contesting
Candidates.
You
may
please see
and sign

Hmm
Very good.
Have your
checked the
order
of
names of
the
Contesting
Candidates

Please get
one copy
pasted on
the Notice
Board of RO
and we will
take one
copy to the
CEO Office

Yes Sir
I have checked,
the order of
Candidates. It
is according to
state
recognized
local language

Yes Sir,
Thereafter
we will go
to the
Printing
Press, for
printing of
Ballot
Papers

In the meanwhile when the Postal Ballots are being printed, the staff of Returning Officer prepares some envelops
and fills some Forms, required to be sent alongwith the Postal Ballots. This is done in order to save time, as the R.O is
required to dispatch the Postal Ballots to Service Voters, within 48 hours of last hour fixed for withdrawal of
Nominations.

Details of Elections are written on Cover A . Stamp of the same
can be made for saving time. The number of Postal Ballots will
be written on it after printing of Postal Ballots

Details of Elections are written on Form 13 A. The number of Postal
Ballots will be written on it at the time of issuance of P.B

Similarly details of Elections are written on Cover B also. The
complete postal address of R.O is also to be written. This is the
Envelop in which the PB comes back, after it is marked by the
voter

Details of Elections are written in Form 13 D as well.

We have got
the Postal
Ballots
printed.
Service Voters
are our first
priority. Let’s
prepare
Postal Ballots

Details of Date and Time upto which the Postal Ballot should come
back to the Returning Officer, after being marked by the elector , is

PBs to Service Voters are to be dispatched through
Registered post

written on Form 13 D.

Service Voter list is the last Part Number of any Constituency and Postal Ballots are issued according to this list.

Service Voter’s Part No & S.No is written on
Counterfoil of P.B

PB is detached from the C ounterfoil

Facsimile signature stamp of R.O is put once at the back side
of PB, second time in such a way that half of the stamp
comes on PB and half comes on the counterfoil

PB is then foled vertically so that the mark is not smudged on the name or
symbol of any other candidate, when the elector marks it

Number of Postal Ballot is written on Form 13 A

Similarly Number of Postal Ballots is written on pre‐
prepared Cover A

Postal Ballot is now put into Cover A ( not to be sealed
with gum)

Now both the Covers A, B and Form 13 A and Form 13 D
are put in a large Outer Cover

“PB issued” is written against the Service Voter’s name
to whom Postal Ballot is being issued

In case PB is to be issued to the wife of a Service Voter, the
procedure remains the same but ‘W’ will be written on
Cover B. ( PB is sent in separte covers to husband & wife)

Complete Postal Address of the Service Voter is written on
the Outer Cover

Postage stamp of appropriate value is to be affixed on
outer cover. No stamp is required to be put on Cover B,
in which PB comes back after marking. It is Govt. paid

All the exercise of issuance of Postal Ballots to the Servie Voters is done in presence of the Observer (PB) and
Videography of exercise is also done

PB are dispatched to Service voters
through Registered Post

After PB are issued, the Counterfoils are sealed and kept in the safe custody
of R.O, similarly the List of Service Voters is also sealed, both of which are
sent to DEO after the elections are over

This was
all about
issuance
of Postal
Ballots to
Service
Voters

Now let’s see
how
Postal
Ballots
are
issued
to
employees on
election
duty
and to the rest
of the eligible
category

District Election Officer appoints people on election duty and calls them for training at the Training Venue. DEO also
appoints one Nodal Officer, Postal Ballots who looks after the entire exercise of Postal Balloting

These Training Venues also act as Facilitation Center for Postal Balloting

Every Polling Personnel is given a 4 Digit Refrence ID . Pre‐printed Form 12 are also kept ready classroomwise, for
issuance. Form 12 is a request letter for issuance of Postal Ballot

First of all, Identity card is issued to the Polling Official and his attendance is obtained ( here Bio metric attendance
was taken ) Then Pre Printed Form 12 is issued to the employee

Receipt of issuance of Form 12 is
obtained

How do you
propose to
collect Form
12

Search facility is provided at Facilitation Center, for those who are not
aware of their AC/Part/ SN. These can fill blank Form 12 and submit

Sir,
We will place one box
file for each Assembly
Constituency of our
District and one box file
for outside Districts in
all the classrooms, for
collection of Form 12

Form 12 are collected ACwise in case of ACs of our District. The Form 12 of other Districts are sorted Districtwise after
the training session is over. These are then sent to respective Districts for onward transmission to concerned ROs

Stamp of the originating organisation ( whereform Form 12 has been filled up) is put on each Form 12, before these
are sent to respective ROs for issuance of Postal Ballots

Form 12 have
been received
from facilitation
Center. We will
prepare PB so
that the same
could be issued
in the next
training

Right Sir
It will
be done
timely

Form 12 received in the RO Office is given a diary number in the Register. All the relevant details like Name, Address,
Part No/ SN/ Ref ID are noted in the register. The PB will be issued on the same number

All the procedure would remain the same as was in the issuance of Postal Ballots to the Service Voter. Stamp of “PB
issued” is put in the marked copy of Electoral Roll against relevant Part No/S.No

Now Cover A, Cover B, Form 13 A and Form 13 D are put in a large cover . Complete postal address and Reference ID
is written on the Outer Cover. The Postal Ballots are now ready to be sent to the Facilitation Center.

The DEO staff sorts Postal Ballots received from ROs, classroomwise with the help of Ref ID. The PBs will be issued in
the classrooms itself.

Nodal Officer (PB) gets the Ballot Boxes prepared in presence of Representatives of Political Parties. First, empty boxes
are shown to them, then these boxes are locked and sealed. They can put their signatures on the seal , if they wish to

One Box for each AC of our District is placed in every classroom, for balloting. Similarly one box each for outside
Districts is also placed. The idea is that time could be saved without any need for sorting of PBs, after these are cast.

Postal Ballots are issued to the Polling Personnel and a receipt thereof is also taken. Polling Offiials sign a declaration
that they have cast their vote at the Facilitation Center, after doing so.

Please
get
Form 13 A
Attested
by
Gazetted
Officer, sitting
here, before
casting your
vote

Gazetted Officer verifies the ID of official. He then asks him to sign the Form 13 A ( declaration of elector) in his presence
and attests the same.

A secret compartment is provided in every classroom for marking of Ballots. Ballot Paper can be marked by any
marking. However one should not put his name or signature on it, as it would invalidate it

Ballot paper is to be folded in the same manner as it was, then it is put inside Cover A and sealed with gum. Now this
Cover A and the attested Form 13 A , are put inside Cover B and sealed with gum. Elector also puts his signatures on
Cover B in the column of sender, before casting of his/her vote

Separate time for balloting is given after the training is over. Representatives of Political Parties are invited to witness
the process

Observer Postal Ballots remains present at the Facilitation Center during the balloting. The whole exercise is
videgraphed also.

One Special Box is
installed at RO
Office also for
casting of ballots

This whole exercie of issuance of Form 12, their collection, then issuance of PB and casting of votes is done at Police
Training venues also. One Gazetted Officer is appointed by DEO, who goes to the Police Training Centers and gets all
the formalities completed regarding balloting.

All the Boxes are brought from the classrooms to the Facilitation Control room on the same same day, after training
sessions are over. Representatives of Political Parties are invited, in presence of whom the ballots boxes are emptied.

Please put
your
signatures
on
the
Format‐1

Postal Ballots are counted ACwise and the figures are written in the Register in Format 1 by the Nodal Officer (PB)

A copy of the relevant page of Register is given to the Representatives of Political Parties after they have signed the
Format ‐1

Daily figures of Postal Ballots are added and cumulative figures are arrived at . Nodal Officer (PB) prepares Format 2
on the basis of daily reports.

Postal Ballots are then put into a large envelop and details of election, Failitation Center, Date of balloting, AC No etc
are written on it. Copy of relevant page of Regsiter containing Account of Votes ( Format 2) is attached to it before
sending it to RO. RO keeps these PB received from Facilitation Center in a special strong room in his Office

Observer remains present at the Facilitation Center during this entire exercise. The whole process is videgraphed also.
Observers take daily report from the Returning Officer in respect of Postal Ballots received

Format 3 is filled up at the level of Returning Officer, which is a summary of cumulative figures of Postal Ballots received
from Facilitation center and by Post

Another Format 4 is filled up at the level of Returning Officer, which is a a break up of cumulative figures of Postal
Ballots received from different categories of electors, received from Facilitation Center, Police Training Centers and by
Post

Large Box containing Postal Ballots is brought to the Counting Center under security. The seals are shown to Counting
agenst and representatives of political Parties before the same is opened

The Counting starts at designated hour. Postal Ballots received upto this time are taken into consideration. Postal
Ballots are counted before counting on EVM starts.Envelops containing PB are taken out and box thus emptied is
shown to the people present there

Figures are announced from Format 3 ( Summary) for the Representatives of Politial Parties, who had already been
given copies of the account of Ballots, so that they can tally their figures

First Cover B is opened and attestation in Form 13 A is checked. If it has been properly attested and the number of PB
written in 13 A, matches with the number written on Cover A, then only the Cover A is liable to be opened.

Once all Form 13 A have been checked, the corresponding Cover A (which contain Ballot Paper) are mixed up for
maitenance of secrecy and thereafter opened

If an elector has put his name or signatures on PB ,it becomes invalidated. Marking by any other mark, is fine.
Presumably the counting of PB is over in half an hour. In case it goes beyond that the counting on EVM can be started

The valid Postal Ballots are sorted candidatewise and the figures are announced. The figures of Postal ballots
alongwith the figures of EVM counting taken together decide the winner.

The Office of DEO then prepares the Format 5, containing complete figures like No of employees, issuance of Form 12,
Issuance of PB, and casting of PB by all the categories.

